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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING WORKSHOP
FOR TEACHERS AT USD

"Assertiveness Training for Teachers" is the subject of a workshop to be offered at the University of San Diego on Friday, January 15 from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. and on Saturday, January 16 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in DeSales Hall, room 209.

The workshop, offered by USD's School of Education, in cooperation with the Division of Continuing Education, provides one unit of Professional Development, or inservice, credit. The cost is $50. For information, call the School of Education at 293-4585.

Participants will learn to effectively express feelings, cope with upsets, assess body language, and develop better listening and classroom management skills.

Led by USD assistant professor of education Dr. Susan Zgliczynski, the workshop will include lecture, demonstration, movies, and role-playing. Registration includes all reading materials and activities.
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